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From the Desk of the Editor,
To My Fellow Staff Members and Campers of Camp Agudah,
As I sit here and write this letter it’s hard to believe that first trip has come to a close. A lot of people
worked very hard in order to make this yearbook happen and I would like to apologize now for anyone I may have
forgotten.
You will notice that the only thing this yearbook has is bunk articles. That is because the only thing that
really counts are you guys, the Campers!! For those not joining us second half, here is a little something to take
home for you to remember your time in Ruach Country.
Firstly, I would like to express my Hakoras Hatov to Hashem for his everlasting kindness and allowing me
to be part of such an efficiently run organization.
We are extremely grateful to our dear director Meir Frischman for making this summer greater than ever.
Thank You for allowing me to create this yearbook, you advice and encouragement helped make it a reality.
Special Thank you to Yaakov Lax for being the one backbone behind this first half yearbook, thank you for rallying
up the counselors to give in their articles on time, and thanks for helping out designing the cover. Sorry about the
OAR loss.
Rabbis Karfoil and Neiman for making Camp Agudah the Ruach filled place that it is.

Thank you Rabbis Feuer, Nussbaum, Dabba, Freidman, Kaufman, Herbstman, Septimus for making Camp Agudah
what it is, and for writing up you articles on such short notice.
Mrs Rand, Thank you for all your help.
Eli Serebrowski, thanks for all the late night technical assistants.
Rabbi Pearl for allowing me time to take off from watching the pool.
Shimon Newmark (I want my office back), thank you for providing me (coming soon) a new office to work from,
thank you for everything.
Tzvi Liberman thank you for taking all the Bunk pictures, they came out great.
Thank you Ari Scheff, Eliezer Frank & Shmuli Richman who spent countless hours volunteering to type as many
bunk articles that were available
A special Thanks to all those counselors who gave in their articles on time.
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in whatever it was that you may have
done.
Signing Off,

Zvi Greenspan
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From the Desk of the Head Counselors,

Dear Campers,

What an amazing first half we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were impressed with
your wonderful Middos, and Learning, to the exciting activities where you showed how to play as a Ben
Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth
that each of you had in these short few weeks together is something that should make you proud. The main
outcome of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and abilities, and that you could enjoy
life in every way while being connected to Hashem. Take all the Ruach back with you to the city, and warm
your cold winter days with the memories of Camp Agudah Ruach Country. Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to
see you next year in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol
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From the Desk of the Learning Directors .
Dear Campers,
Its hard to imagine that the first trip of the summer is already over. We just arrived here in
Ruach Country and its already time to say goodby. The reality though is very different because although
you can take a boy out of Ruach Country, you cannot take Ruach Country out of you!
We have been filled with so much spirit in the last four weeks that can last a lifetime. From cocoa club to
shuir and from activities to trips every one grew in so many ways. This year we added the beautiful
"middos mission" program l'ilui nishmas our dear camper Aron Tepfer z"l, and I'm sure it’s a great zchus
for his neshoma and a nechoma for his wonderful family. We also began a fantastic "dirshu" shiur for the
ninth graders where Rabbi Yehuda Schwebel gave you a real taste of Halacha !
Our "shmuz" on Shabbos afternoon for the senior division with the super question and answer session with
incredible nosh is still going strong b"h! How can we forget the "mishna yomis" inspired by Rabbi
Brustowski Shlita that allows boys to have a real love for learning mishnayos.
This trip has been a time of growing in Tefila as we Daven with all our hearts for Eretz Yisroel and Acheinu
Kol Bais Yisroel.
May we see the Yeshua B'karov!
Well it's time to start thinking of new ideas for Second Trip so we will give you all a Brochah for a
great new year, full of Siyata Dishmaya !!
Sincerely,

Rabbi Feuer

Rabbi Nussbaum
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From the Desk of Your Division Head,
Fellow Staff Members and Cutest Campers,
When you have a cup filled half way with water, do you say it’s half full or half empty?

Well, I'm a pessimist, we are half finished but I'm looking forward B”H to a great next half and
same for you.
If we look back and reminisce at all the great times we had together the “Ruach” will stay with you all
summer long.
From early morning to late night it was a Geshmakeh time. Davening with Rabbi Mandel's junior minyon, to delicious and nutritious meals (thanks Chef Flam), great activities by the great Rabbi Wolf, to exciting night activities by Rabbi Mosey. Hey and don't forget the superb trips by the one and only RABBI...
AVI.... SHILLIT!!!
The simcha and dancing we had by Melaveh malka with stars like our very own
Gerstner, and Eitan Katz (or was it Rabbi Neiman?). Wow it was fun!

Yitzi Bald , Eli

The exhilarating and challenging OAR, the Achdus of Shalom and the growing of Kedusha made it
one of a kind. The sports, songs, skits, plays and banners was great! Don't worry we are ALL winners!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for a great first half, and wish you all a great
second half wherever you may be.
Kesivah VeChasima Tova!
Keep in touch- 718-913-8000

Rabbi Dabbah

Tuesday July 1st first day of camp 9th grade bowling
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Shmuli Richman

Shmuel Waldman

If I had a nickel for whenever . . .
CC Shmuli Richman
CC Shmuel Waldman
Michael Bald
Levi Basch
Moshe Choeka
Moshe Dovid Frankel
Yehuda Goodman
Moshe Hirschel
Avraham Leib Jurkowitz
Meir Orlander
Shlomo Ozeiry
Aryeh Reich
Chaim Reich
Zevy Schwebel
Tzvi Teitz
Yirmi Zoberman
Shmuel Newmark

Didn’t want to play foosball…
Didn’t want to be in bed…
Wasn’t looking for frogs (they’re toads!)…
will like Ice Cream
Wanted to go swimming…
See Levi Basch
Wasn’t carrying his backpack…
Wasn’t talking about his Tatty’s bus…
Wasn’t with Yirmi…
See Moshe Dovid Frankel
Remembered to bring his bathing suit…
will like Ice Cream
will like Ice Cream
Waited instead of getting lunch from the GDR…
Didn’t have to call his mother…
Wasn’t with Avraham Leib…
Was part of Aleph-

. . . I would be a very poor man!!!
Yitzi Fine, we wish we could have known you a little better. Refuah Shleima!

Wednesday July 2nd 8th grade bowling
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Ari Scheff

Jack Stefansky

Camp has 42 S.O.S because….
CC Camp Chiller

CC Jack Stef
Avraham Dabbah
Yitzchok Flam
Shmuel Chaim Friedman
Yisroel Frischman
Yehudah Glustein
Yoel Goldstien
Chaim Tzvi Neiman
Shumel Newmark
Dovid Seidenfeld

Founded S.O.S with Chananya Schoor Became camp chiller
that way. is way to loud .Very Shultzy and stills every one
cubicle (HI ELI HILLEL ARYEH AND AARON)
Way to busy running the fishing line and the kitchen in camp
Is always wants to play someone else activity
is as popular as his father
likes Ice Cream
Is not hooked up with Meir
is always on wolf time
is always playing activity
is always making his counselor chase him around camp
Switched Bunks
is always with Yisroel

Thursday July 3rd Rain Rain Go Away
“gymzebo” unveiling
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Tzvi Baruch

Yehudah Lowenthal

Bunk AA didn’t like their activities so . . .
CC Tzvi Baruch
CC Yehuda Lowenthal
Zevi Lipschitz
Tuli Newmark
Yisroel Nussbaum
Dovid Ozeri
Yitzy Richman
Meir Richman
Yisroel Zeidenfeld

went to Yedidim second half.
Uprooted every tree in camp to check for toads.
Decided to find poison ivy.
Decided to hitch a ride in his father’s golf cart (I think)
Disappeared into aunt Bashi’s bungalow to get ices.
went to find his cousin/brother.
gathered together the entire staff day camp for the annual building
of the pool river.
went to the bunkhouse to claim his world championship in foosball.
little Yisroel went to capture Frogs.

P.S. But in all seriousness you guys are the best bunk ever!!!!!!

Friday July 4th nadvorna rebbe Shabbos gadol
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shmuel Isaak

Akiva Besser

We will get normal activities when…
C- Shmuel Isaak
JC- Akiva Besser
Ellenbogen Heshy
Kagansky Daniel
Neiman Moshe Yehuda
Pomerantz Shua
Pomerantz Yehuda
Presser Eliezer

when he wont have to repeat everything 3 times
wont be a chilled out JC
stops talking to shlomo dov
doesn’t want to call his mother
wont know something about camp before everyone else does
will like Ice Cream
will like Ice Cream
will stop drumming on the table by meals

Motzai Shabbos July 5th junior melava malka,
Breakout With Rabbi Yitzy Bald and Eli Gerstner
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eliezer Frank

Shimi Goldszmid

If you would only know what +A73:H218 meant . . .
C Eliezer Frank

Then I would never have used it as a league team name. I mean seriously, dude, what kind of question is that?!
JC Shimi Goldszmid
Would stop going into the city every other day. I mean don’t you get sick down there?! I think
+A73:H218 is the perfect remedy if you do.
Chaim Yehoshua Basch
would probably never have had to wait a half-hour for his birthday party. (Don’t worry, next time
we’ll make sure he’s present at the time. Wait, eh wut? who? say wut?)
Moshe Belsky
then you would finally learn how to wear your cap and sunglasses. “here let me show you” *grabs
items* (ha ha we won’t be seeing any of that anymore ;) #+A73:H218)
Dovi Belsky
Sorry Frank, there’s NO way that means anything.
Yechezkel Ginsburg
I have no idea what that means, but lemme see if I can drum that out on your back or something.
Avromie Goldblatt
Would decide what he wants to do without first consulting Levitansky. Oh wait, he already did that?
Oh, I guess someone DOES know what it means.
Yosef Dov Goldstein
would know why HIS birthday party was a WEEK late, shattering Basch’s record of a mere half-hour.
(You see Chaim Yehoshua? A half hour is not that bad! There must be something to us constantly
having birthday parties delayed. And I know the answer. It’s +A73:H218!)
Menachem Goodman
would use it to turn his extraordinary counselor into an ordinary one (sorry, not gonna happen), & to
beat Levitansky to conquering the world
Mordechai Levitansky
would use it to conquer the camp, or the country, or the world, or…
Dovid Mitnik
would decide if he likes to serve, or hates to serve, or knows how to serve, or just wants to play center and forget about serving altogether, or just play dodgeball and be the most awesome dodgeball
player in camp.
Yosef Schwebel
would use its powers to become the only kid in the bunk who comes to davening. Oh right he already is. Oh right I already used that line. Oh right we had like 6 for Ma’ariv tonight (and now you
know exactly when I wrote this ;) ) well then, I guess he would just…oh I give up.
Elchonon Teitz
is the only one who knows what it means, or at least probably thinks he does, & uses it to shut down
Canadians in hockey.
Yosef Dabbah, Moshe Yehuda Neiman, & Shlomo Dov Yaroslawitz ditched my bunk for bunk alef, and therefore will not be in here.
Yoyseful
eh wut? (you knew I had to get that in there. #WutWut)
Shaloyme Gedailovich
no, it will not help you get your bunk quiet. Enjoy your trip to Israel, and KIT.
Mordy Jacob
Is past that stage anyway. Wait, that wasn’t very original, was it?
Chezky Tuchman
has no idea what I’m talking about. (Oh, he just told me he does. My bad.) Thanks for all your encouragement
during the patriot cap ordeal, & for continuing to be the second most awesome guy in camp. Have a great
year in that watchamacallit place. You can KIT too.
Dr. Perlman
is busy dealing with a patient right now, & does not care, nor have time for this. & besides, he’s head staff
anyway.
Mascot Perlman
Has an entirely different situation, & just went to play basketball for the first time since camp started. I hope
you both enjoy you rotator job. Or is it head rotator? #Avraham96 #acperlman #WhichOnesWhich
Aron Lowenthal
will not be thanked for his lack of encouragement during the Patriot cap ordeal, aite? I’ll save any thanks for
next half, such as for playing the 2012 alma mater ringtone over and over for me. That was awesome. Can you
do it again? One more time? Please?
Eli Neuberger
used to be in my class, now isn’t, has an EPIC jc, who may or may not get that, has an epic camper, and I’m
sure some other epic campers. Hi Eli! Speaking of which…
Moti Steinmetz
would not let +A73:H218 affect him
at all, & would therefore make sure
to continue to have the most awesome chili sauce in camp.
#EpicChickenWings
Meir Frank
Got his chance to be in my bunk
article last year, and will not make it
twice in a row.
#FutureEpicDayCampCounselor
Anyone Else sorry, but I think I’m out of space. You guys are all
awesome, though.
Dear Bunk Beis Plus, (& everyone else in camp too,) thanks for
making this the greatest trip of our lives! (#TillNextTripAnyway
#RC14 2.0 #HNL) Keep in touch!
Eliezer Frank: 917-588-7059
Shimi Goldszmid: 718-252-1083
Dear R’ Neiman, they want jobs! (Wink, wink)
And how about that? You didn’t think I could get through an
entire bunk article without mentioning the Jets once, huh? Wait,
wut wut? Signing off now…peace out #EpicAwesomeness

Sunday July 6th neighborhood day!!
Winner is...Flatbush!!!!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yosef Turkel

Shamshon Pinter
Bunk Beis’ Epic #TwittaMix

C Yosef Turkel
JC Shamshon Pinter
Matisyahu Bertram
Simcha Braunstein
Bentzi Brecher
Shmuel Yitzchok Elias
Chaim Feder
Moshe Gross
Mordechai Kaufman
Yaakov Landy
Eli Lustig
Baruch Shalom Mendelovitz
Ozer Chaim Orlander
Menachem Shlomo Stock
Dovid Yosef Volkovitz
Mordechai Aryeh Wasserlauf
Kalmy Weiss
Shmaya Weiss
Yisroel Ziegler
Mordechai Jacob[zzz]
Shlomo Churba
Rabbi Dabbah
Eliezer Frank
Mordechai Cahn
Shmuel Isaak

@yoyseful #EhWut #Turkey #Lanyard #iron #juggling
@Painter #LeagueCommisioner #Sleep #BasketballTeam? #Swimming? #J.C.ofBunkAlef(presser)
@Maxi11 #max #packages #SwitchingBunks
@UncSimcha #goggles #UNCLE #Bnos
@Bsquared #CollectingGarbage #Baltimore!
@SYElias10 #BungalowShowers #FatherHasAGolfcart
@Cfeder #Shamshonsipod&headphones #MakesShabbosBetter #Bnos
@MoishG #ChaimAaronsBrother #ImAStaffKid #Bnos
@AMKson #Israel #English? #canteen
@Yaakov_Landy #canteen #Bed? #IWasShowering #IDK
@Lustig7 #WhySleep? #Watergun #WakeUpForShacharis? #HappyBirthday
@Butch17 #EpicCrocs #FunctionalBraces
@OCO55 #WhosThat? #Bnos
@Shloimy12 #12goals #canadian #SixPack #HappyBirthday
@VocalChords #NewGuy #Croutons
@CH-Mordy #EatingSpoons #Pitcher #OldCoolGlasses
@Weiss_1 #KalmyTime #ImHavingFun #TraditionSoup #R’DabbahBFF
@Weiss_2 #YouWantCake? #HockeyStick #Mr.Perfect
@613_Sruly #EarlyRiser #AwesomeSchluffKapel #Swimming?
@MzOzRzDzY #BH #PastThatStage #CENSORED
@Cherbs77 #HashemsName? #Hamapil
@Dabbah_Rabbi #Awesomeness #KalmysBFF
#ThankYouForEverything!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@jetsnutfrank #J_E_T_S #EhWut #WutWut #SayWut #EpicCoCaptain
@FakeMeyahEizig #Lousy #FeelingBlue #MIA
@Mordy”C” #WashintonHeights #Kohein #Pretzels
@Best_Counslor #CounseloringCourses #Discipline
Guys thanx for making this “the most rocking trip ever!!”

KIT Yosef & Shamshon

Monday july 7th roast for supper!!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Mordechai Jacob

Mordechai Cahn

When there is no more confusion over Mordy and Mordy . . .
C Mordechai Jacob
JC Mordechai Cahn
Shea Bergman
Tzvi Edelstein
Motty Friedman
Elyakim Gelbard
Yehuda Ginsburg
Tuli Goldschmidt
Moshe Goldstein
Dovid Tzvi Goodman
Mendy Leshkowitz
Avi Lichtshein
Eliyahu Meisels
Tzvi Rosenshein
Yehudah Leib Wrotzlovsky
Avraham Yitzchak Zoberman
Chaim Zwick
Shlomo Churba
Shamshon Pinter
Yosef Turkel
Mordy Gelbard
Shmuel Isaak

Baruch hashem, he’s past that stage.
will eat pretzels and unveil his secret talent.
will be satisfied with just one story.
will get woodworking and water hiking on the same day.
will still never miss a day of swimming.
will still confuse us with Mordy.
will always be an Agudah boy.
will join paul on the team.
will laugh it off.
will still match his brother.
will finally master the Rubik’s cube.
will like Ice Cream.
will have a baseball catch with Mordy by break.
will still never miss a game of basketball.
will have his name pronounced correctly.
can you make me a tradition soup?...AYG
Uncle Herby will be head counselor.
didn’t say hashem’s name in hamapil.
wishes he was JC of bunk gimmel.
will have a full lanyard outfit.
will capture the scene on film…hello madda, hello fadda!
will give parenting and chinuch courses.

Tuesday july 8th First Basketball Game of the Summer
vs. Rayim 66-48! AGUDAH!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shloyme Gedailovich

Shlomo Churba

By the time Bunk Daled is quiet . . .
C Shloyme Gedailovich
JC Shlomo Churba’s
Asher Choueka’s
Eli Finklestein
Mendy Freilich
Yehoshua Greenman
Avi Lieberman
Zelig Liberman
Eli Mayer Martin’s
Tzvi Milstein
Yaakov Newmark
Refael Pomerantz
Motty Septimus
Boruch Shenkman
Tzviki Sperling

will be back from israel
stories would make sense
name will be spelled correctly
will “tornado” into a lake of soda
will have his own fan club
will complete Shishah Sidrei Mishnah in harmony
will be pitching in the majors
will not get kicked for his creativity
mother will make cookies for the bunk
will go biking with Shlomo
will be in the bunkhouse
will join head staff with his radio
will still be best [reader] in bunk
will still be keeping the cutest straight face
will “stick” with Zelig and lead a choir together

Rabbi Dabbah
will still be the nicest division head in camp
Mordy Jacob
will be past that stage
Mordy Cahn
will be reading bedtime stories and eating big pretzels
Shamshon Pinter
will be Tzviki’s best friend
Yosef Turkel
will figure out what +A73:H218 means
Shmuel Isaak and Akiva Besser’s bunk will be sleeping on junior hill

Chezky Tuchman
will bring snappy to TOMO
Everywhere we go … people want to know … who we are… so we tell them…

WE ARE BUNK DALED!!
Thanks for a great summer. Keep in touch. Shloyme :9172316352 Shlomo h 7183757587

Wednesday July 9th Trip Day!!! SportsTime USA and
Overlook Golf And Recreation!! Thank you Avi!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Cutie Jankelowitz

Dovi Finkelstein

If Bunk Hey would stop stabbing us with pencils then . . .
C Cutie Janks
JC Buzz Finkelstein
Shmintz, jcc
Moishe Bakst
Shmuli Berger
Binyamin Asher Cooper
Beinish Drazin
Mordechai Ely
Daniel Freund
Zvi Boaz Friedman
Menachem Dovid Kleinman
Eliyahu Leibowitz
Yakov Manela
Mordechai Minkoff
Binyomin Ostreicher
Pinny Perlstein
Yehuda Schlesinger0
Yosef Schoor
Yehuda Warman

Will be the best pitcher for the Camp Agudah baseball team.
will be the best basketball player in his division.
will like Ice Cream
will finally fall asleep on time & will have an awesome b-day.
will be the best football player in the bunk.
will like Ice Cream.
will finally agree with the counselor to have top vs. bottom.
will put his head on his pillow all night.
will continue to say whatever the counselor says goes.
will want to find out all the secrets.
will stop sleepwalking and talking while copying, good morning Camp Agudah, modeh ani lefanecha.
will get his own phone to call his parents.
will give me a normal fist pump, and yes will be a ruach country boy, don’t think about another b-day.
will support yankee stadium with all his lights.
will stop eavesdropping on the porch at night and hear everything we say.
will finish the entire shisha sidrei mishna in the summer.
go to the porch.
will give out all his food on Shabbos to the bunk.
will like Ice Cream

Thursday July 10th First play of the summer “with his
eye on the goal’
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From the Desk of Your Division Head,
To the most wonderful 6th grade division ever,
What an awesome summer we had! It’s hard to believe that it’s been 4 weeks already. It feels like
just yesterday that we got off the bus and started the most amazing, rocking ½ summer ever! As I’m sitting here writing this letter, remembering all the great times we had this summer, I am realizing how much
I’ll miss you all. We had such an action packed summer, and you all were so great and had unbelievable
ruach!
Remember: the first day of camp, Ruach country hats, chanting in the dining room, bentching with ballons,
Neighborhood day, night activities, Fun Time USA, Eli Gerstner, Eitan Katz, intercamp games, the
Agudolphin (shout out to the 6th grade mascot- David!), Video Breakout, Elvis, OAR, Staff plays , Avi Biton,
The hole in Mosey head (how many of you noticed THAT during the play?), capture the counselor, Yitzi
Erps, Topsy Turvey day, BBQ’s, special Shabbos ruach, zemiros on the benches, night swim, ice cream
decorating, new gym, redone baseball field, and much, much more! Our days were filled with so much
ruach & geshmak- it’s really hard to leave.
I’m already counting down the days till I see you back next year iy”h- but till then- have a great year in
yeshiva!
Shteig away!

And remember- you will always be a Ruach Country Boy!

See you next year iy”h in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim,

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman
Friday july 11th hachnosas Sefer Torah .
R’ shlomo Braunstein Shabbos gadol
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Chaim Mandel

Chaim Gelberman

If Bunk Vov ran the circus then_____ will be . . .
C- Chaim L Mandel
JC- Chaim Gelberman(AKA CJ)
Cohen Yosef
Davidov David
Dayan Yosef
Gerstner Yaakov
Gutwein Shmuel
Jemal Michael
Jofen Avraham
Kenig Yehuda Yosef
Ozeiry David
Panigel Michael
Pearl Moshe
Rubin Zev
Sassoon Dovid
Valt Ezriel
Weiss Motty
Elbaz

the chaperone
the audience
the elephant guy
the fire eater
the trapeze artist
the singer
the tightrope walker
lion tamer
the human cannon
the story teller
the EMT
the ringleader
the mascot
will run a different camp
the clown
the Brazilian tigers
the zebra with orange hair
the motorcycle dude

Motzai Shabbos July !2th Melave Malkah Kumzits with
Eitan Katz
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eli Neuberger

Tzvi Perlstein

The way Rufus got his name is almost as weird as . . .
C Eli Neuberger

Yo Rosh! Chaim Berlin sweat pants… making kosher phones into regular phones. Eli it was a fun, amazing
half, & I’m so happy I had the pleasure spending time together with you!! #WereAwesome!!
JC Tzvi (Rufus) Perlstein Rufus rolling up his own Tefillin, answering all campers questions at all times, even while sleeping, will
get a cubicle, will continue beat boxing & harmonizing… will allow access to his Keurig for the whole
camp!
Yisroel Shalom Altman rocking up A.K.A. Pella, will make it to the Camp Agudah basket ball team!!
Shuie Bergman
asking to play bloody knuckles, can I put my pickles in your fridge… grandpaMeal Mart rocks!!! (can I use
your phone)
Shmuel Choeka
will be singing with Yaakov Shwekey!!
Yossi Eckstein
radio, best connection in camp (equipment shack), what did you rate me?
Mordy Ellenbogen
Hot sauce, Always funny, Tornado watcher, Bungalow laundry, Outstanding, Xcellent!!!
Chaim Noach Hager
wearing his Agudah Tshirt in Camp Rayim, try to make Rufus laugh… retire as Yankee fan, (take a freeze
pop), pound#, CLASSIC HAGER!!
Yechiel Hirth
learning how to use a laser in public… switch yarmulkas for visiting day!!
Chaim Dovid Kelman
will like Ice Cream? You have two more minutes to say Shema!
Motty Kornbluth
will be on the Camp Agudah baseball team!!
Yaakov Mann
will be winning color war, will find his pajama shirt!
Nachmi Schlosser
having his hookups with his bro in camp, can I have hot water?
Motty Steinmetz
Spanish music… will jam with Eitan Katz & his cufflinks…
Shragy Stern
Does anyone want to buy a cereal box from me, which coffee today? Can I have an Oreo?!?
Yaakov Nosson Szenberg everyone wearing the same glasses as me, can I have your cap? Philly…
Moshe Teitelbaum
are you going to ShopRite? Mojo in the morning is the way to go!!
Izzy
will like Ice Cream
Moe
Co bunks!! Will never forget that you spilled out my water bottle #FridayNight #GoodFriend
Hertzberg
Best off day ever, LOL!!

Sunday July 13th Visiting Day and Head Staff vs. Staff
Volleyball
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shlomo Levitan

Mo Berger

I…I believe… I believe that Bunk Ches has my back because . . .
C- Sholom LevitanJC-Mo BergerYechiel Adler
Mordechai Basch
Avigdor Cohen
Rachamim Dabbah
Elozor Frischman
Mordechai Frischman
Chiam Halbertal
Aryeh Jurkowitz
Chiam Kamenetzky
Elisha Kerstein
Moshe Ahron Lax
Yitzchak Dov Lowy
Yehuda Mandel
Moshe Dovid Manela
Mordechai Miller
Shmuel Yosef Pluchenik
Elazar Schwebel
Rufus
Tatty-HEY BUDDY!!!
Izzy
Eli “Leotis” Miller-Gelberman
Kuti
Dovi Finkelstein\ Eli Gurwitz
CJ Gelberman-Miller
Chef Flaum

Is an ACTUAL LUBAB, Inhales Cholent,hooks up undeserving campers with cholent, and
is a sick counselor.
Buddy cards, FEAR THE BEARD, 2am laundry, BAL face! Was knocked out by the
Boomerang, has the WEIIIRDEST FRIENDS (that’s for you Elisha)….
Wheres my ices?! Norfolk Ruckus!! loves KD,3 point layups, We have a rugelach emergency, has the coolest uncle in camp.
Will always win OAR.
HATES punchball (sarcasm)Mashgiach Ruchni,will not give his Hashkafah,Tip mixerupper,Limaisah Whats for lunch today? Avadeh Eppes Grada MASKIM.
Coolest name in camp,is called “Maran”, Best davener IN THE SHUL,R’ Dabbah’s white
sneakers(!) 500 Mishnayos.
PJ’s,Kaaaal Briaamaa,Will FOREVER be a Ruach Country boy.
Will FOREVER be a Ruach Country boy.
Will always be a ruach country boy.
Has a terrifying little brother,Is being taken by Kerstein when we play football, SMILE.
BIG TIME YICHUS!!!!! Tattys cousin (no were not).
Meaningless convo’s on the back porch, meerzies, Cousins with mo (sorta),is called
‘’Doctor” by the bunk.
Is a Mishnayos Machine, Good morning!!!! (by cleanup), showing up by Shalosh Shuddis.
LOUIE!!!! Wheres my MINION?!?!?!?!?!? No that is NOT allowed by davening.LAWRENCE
IIR HAKODESH.GO SWIMMING.
For the 12th time get back into bed, water bottle hot sauce, neatest cubbies ever.
CA to the Bucks….gotchya!!Eifoh Hapeyes Sheli?! Solid 9.5.
Where do you live again? Uncle Eli, please clean your bed, bunk detective, please no
keyboard during cleanup…..
#Swag, Hey look another package, Uncles Ari And Mort, Sort of cousins with mo, Visiting day or picture day? Pluch Gardens, too scared to wear the red sox/ patriots hat.
Hookup in the kitchen,Punchball MELECH.
Still angry at me,Loves the Big 3,and nobody else, erev meeting shutter island.
Loose OFFICE HOCK,2am laundry, D.M.C.!!!Snap! Earthquake Machine, S.D.S.!!!!!
HEY BUDDY!!! My 10, 2am laundry, thestrebbe forgot shlita, W.W.Y.S.D.??Smush Parker,
The basketball rule, Whats next? T.J., 1 year reunion?
Most recognizable walk in camp, 2am laundry, mint chips ahoy, Hey Buddy Hater, DMC!
best counselor
in camp,best counselor in camp-and you know it.
whats up 10th grade! You guys rock!
Mutt, Upside Down Black & Whites, BAL Face! Best Porch In camp.
OUR SAVIOR.

Monday July 14th ‘Place Your Bets’ Night Activity
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Izzy Krasnow

Yaakov Safamanesh

The laundry room is the best place to chill in camp because . . .
C Izzy Krasnow
Jc Yaakov Safamanesh
Yehuda Biberfeld
Y.M Biberfeld
Yechezkel David
Yonatan Drazner
Gavriel Ganger
Ezzy Goldberg
Kalman Jablon
Ari Kraut
Y.T Leiman
Pesach Posy
Ariel Reyz
Shloime Saalkind
David Shalamov
Moe
Leotis
Avi
Tatty and Chezky
Ditcharayah the Profit
Doctor S-H-U-E-Y-

Is a 10 by Moe, Believes in Chef Flaum- Always
“Yeah, sure I’ll take swimming”, thanx for a great half!!
Is finally put first on the bunk list in this article
Falls asleep as fast as he eats, takes off his tallis by ashrei
Didn’t complain after being traded off the best league team
Only plays punchball with his frog by his side
Is on his own schedule, and has the brightest kosher lamp on earth
Belongs in bunk yud’s article, the 2 day junior combo, my storyteller (had to
write it:)
Is always called Miami, and falls asleep in his clothes
The king of “What’s next”, and tradition soup’s biggest chassid
I’ll never get your last name right, “The little ball of energy”
Has conquered the art of sitting on his bed before shacharis
“Reyz, why are you out of bed”???!!!
Stays up to make sure everyone is talking, loves swimming
“If that’s what they’re doing, I’m not going!”, “when do we have the lake/
mountain biking / water hiking?”
A proud member of buddy cards, believes in Chef Flaum, has great detergent,
best Baltimore face
Makes the laundry room what it is, GOT CAUGHT WITH A FROG IN LEARNING
GROUPS!!!!
Has a hazardous matziv, cubicles are NOT overrated!
Awesome co-bunk hock! HEY BUDDY!!!!!!!!!!
Will get past overrating his people, W.W.Y.S.D ??????
The surgeon, bar mitzvah speech to open neighborhood day

Tuesday July 15th Shiva Asar B’tamuz , Night Leagues
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Chezky Tuchman

Aaron Herzberg

WHEN I SAY HEY, BUNK YUD SAYS BUDDY!! BECAUSE . . .
C Chezky Tuchman
JC Aaron “Totty” Herzberg
Natan Berkowitz
Chaim Dov Bienstock
Elazar Eisenstein
Moshe Dovid Gilbert
Eli Goldschmidt
Menachem Hartman
Shimmy Hartman
Yisrolie Janklowicz
Dovid Meir Kaplowiatz
Leibi Lebowitz
Yosef Lev
Ari Schuck
Yair Schoor
Leotis
Izzy
Moe S.D.S,
Avalicious Gelfman
Rufus Hockvrusa’s,
Camp Chiller
Kuty and Buzz
Shua
Roz
Simcha CO 1,
Chef Flamm
Yochanan Lax

Is way too mature for the bunk.
Loves Superman and Minions.
Forgot to put on sunscreen.
OOT rox the bunk!
Won’t get into pajamas after curfew.
Is busy trying to stop Shimmy from dropping by.
Got Herby to hook him up with the best bed in camp.
“Is” the Rebbe’s einikel.
Is still wet from the most recent water fight with Moshe Dovid.
Finally got his colorful bobby pins.
Is about to tell the bunk a spooky story.
His face is hurting from smiling so much.
Is still hyper from his last mountain dew.
Wishes he lives in Boston.
Has his Hawaiian punch and Pringles. Snap the Turtle Refuses to get bigger.
Hey Buddy NOT!!! Hefkeirus Ruckus, YFR hock, P.J. with Mommy, Lost the shower hat, ICE?!
Lotion over powder, Loose 2am laundry.
I love you more buddy!! TJ, Earthquake machine, 2am laundry, Chef Flamm!!! Best co bunk ever.
Hey Buddy!! Night Schmoozen, Lubab, Hashem’s got My Back, Solid 10’s, SNAP! 2am Laundry,
BAL. Face, Cohen Brachos.
Great duck hat, See Thru Shorts, S.I.D J, Chush visiting day, Aryeh’s License, JC.
Spilled it Out, Off Day Ruckus, Chanalah, Why is your name Rufus?
Great yarmulkes, Biggest hocker in camp, Jack Stef, You’re awesome!!
Cutest pair in camp, birthday parties for 10, Green Crocs.
No handshakes in camp!!, Cornpops, Off Day, Neturei Karta song, no tip laundry.
Where’s the Pump?? Maareh Kohen, Holy Doctor, YFR traitor.
Massive Beef, Lax, Nati’s Phone Call, Cubicle Ruckus.
My FAVORITE Minion!!!
THIS IS YOUR BIG SHOUTOUT!!!!

Wednesday July 16th Basketball game Against Camp
Munk
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aron Lowenthal

Yisroel Teitelbaum

On his off day_________was…
C Aron Lowenthal
JC Yisroel Teitelbaum
Dovid Zev Glucksman
Eliezer Moshe Gottlieb
Shlomo Hess
Binyomin Horowitz
Daniel Meir Mintz
Moshe Raber
Hirshy Schiffenbauer
Shmuli Septimus
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Yehoshua Turkel
Shlomo Zimmerman

buying Freeze pops, while making sure to be back on time for curfew
at the USMC training campus trying to stay in cuz he’s underrated 6’8”
manning the dispatcher base for the Catskills Hatzalah
drinking 25 unfrozen freeze pops
making a habitat for his frogs
working on winning his 1st league game
working on his overhand fastball
will like Ice Cream
training Teity for the Romimu game
learning mishnayos with Yehoshua because Septimi don’t take days off
buying a garbage can for his sunflower seeds
learning mishnayos with Shmuli, while hanging from the lights in the masmidim
Beis Medrash
still waking up crazy early before the rest of the bunk

Thursday July 17th Trip Day!!! Niagara/Fun Spot/Flight
Trampoline Park/Six Flags. Thank You Avi!!!!!!!
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From the Desk of Your Division Head,
The typical way to begin this letter would be: “I can’t believe that the first half is coming to an
end…” - But guess what… 7th grade in Agudah is not typical! From the very beginning we established
that the 7th grade is “Action-Action-Action,” and that’s exactly what it was! When we started off the
summer a drop rainy we didn’t let down on the action and instead had a mega volleyball tournament in the
ranch. When the dining room needed noise and action the 7th graders were the first to get the place
rocking. Our grand trip to Great Escape was one big piece of action. Our staff basketball game against
Rayim was a dose of noise and action. Our staff plays were action-packed with Avi Biton and Kadur Kaput.
Our shabbosim were soaked with zemiros, “salt,” and the Shalosh Seudos skits. “Action” was an understatement as we stormed in to the Eli Gerstner event to break out Neighborhood day. I don’t think we’ll
forget Elvis’s action as he danced away with only seven teeth in his mouth to introduce us to OAR. I’m
sure the high we felt at the Eitan Katz Melave Malkah will be something that will last for quite some time.
Remember “7th Grade Agudah” as your action-filled summer….. That will last you a lifetime.

Thanks for being such a great group of b’nei torah - I truly had an amazing and
thrilling “action packed” first half!”
Hatzlacha Rabah!!

Agudalphin Elya

Friday July 18th Rabbi Veiner Shabbos Gadol
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Simcha Braunstein

Avi Gelfand

Watermelon, shaleshudis pizza, B.I.B, chavrusa breakup, TTTO: 7 little kids . . .
C Simcha Braunstein:

cubicle stealer, Hollister model, scary story teller, sweet baby rays, dairy
cookie jar, bug-out alarm in the morning….
C Avi Gelfand:
cubicle, Far Side, T-Shirt\leather, Shabbos (V-Day) suspenders, 40, cocounselor….
Avrahom Yaakov (AY) Abramovitz:
cookie monster, hair stylist, minion …….
Binyomin (Duda/Beckham) Davidson:
Man. United stinks, best faces, coolest tzitzis …….
Elchonon (Belchy) Feiner:
Frisbee buddy, worst dead leg giver, late night “book” …
Naftali Tzvi (Hoizen\Lukshen\Feivel\etc.) Gruen:
hat hoarder, late-night plumbing, armpits ……..
Yosef (Yosselle) Hana:
punchball beast, p.j. clothes, “the hidden” …….
Yosef (Fesoy) Katz:
redael fo eht skrahs, inim egabrag eloh, sdrawkcab …….
Shua (Shua) Katz:
nightlights (2), mishnayos buddy, mattisyahu ………
Shimon (Laksy!) Laks:
ARIZona, stoner laugh, East Side snobs ……..
Yaakov (Lowie) Lowenthal:
towel shmuzing, boss bar-mitzvah, 8th day ………
Moshe Boruch (Mobo) Reich:
Friday night cholent, late night porch, matching clothes.
Yitzchak Menachem (Shnitzel) Schnitzler:
nerf guns, coolest laser, deodorant police …….
Tzvi (Ships) Shipper:
the dolphins, Avi’s clothes copycat, snide comments ……
Eliezer (Ellis\Ezzy) Weinstein:
MasterYoshe Hirokombo, Yesh Tikveh, 7th grade ……..
Sholom (Shwag) Weiss:
who’s phone is it anyways? , bunk cheerleader, tradition soups ……..
Simcha’s shoutouts (you know who you are):Lawrence, cuz, classic, ditcher(one day friend), violin, shelly, same haircut, belts, behind you, taipei, potbelly “e”, silverlake, jersey , ice cream(no beef), mishna berura chavrusa, bais torah hock, co-captain, ve’hair
eineinu (counselor), waldo, 2nd seder chavrusa, junior hill chocolate\lumos, best grandfriends, annoying parents, DJ, bed crasher,
chiller with a cup, porch, brueur hock, sewing kit, sisters wedding, polo, bus monitor, what is hobbes? , doodles, chavrusa bust,
toaster, spears, jets, cheeks, 3am legues, 2 bucks a yid, half a pie, sureway, reservations.
Squizmy potential hazardous situation, hefkerus ratings, how’s your nose?......btw he’s a figment of his imagination
Tattyaudacity, creepy “tatty”, infirmary visits for special spray,
Miller-

snackers, epic polo shirt, shirtless in the wave pool…..meh

TRIPLE ACTION!!!!!!!

Motzai Shabbos July 19th Ice Cream Decoration!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shloimy Schron

Eli Shapiro

Bunk Yud Gimmel Will Rock Tunez (chassidish) When . . .
C Shloimy Schron
JC Eli Shapiro
Menachem Bressler
Yehuda Aryeh Cywiak
Benyamin Eshaghzadeh
Yosef Yaakov Ganger
Avraham Yaakov Greenman
Mordechai Herskovitz
Yoni Holi
Yehuda Israelian
Simcha Kleinman
Nerya Levy
Zev Levy
Eliyahu Rambod
Eli Rosenstein
Dovid Schwartzberg
David Zargari
Chef Flamm
Reb Elya
Ari Sheff

He has beats pill, while grilling, listening to ability with Leibel the minion at his side
Is DJing wearing his beats, shades, at the pool
will finally put down his book
does bike 4 chai with whiskey and Dovid Schwartzberg, watching him complete it
we can pronounce his name, and be quarterback
gets his picture in the yated with the Nadvurna Rebbe & will hook everyone up with chulent at
2 AM
he gets his AY in the morning shows & interviews Nachas
gets his Texas accent and moves to Flatbush
gets his candy, mazeh, and puts on his monster sweater
gets his fishing trip to the lake and plays center in volleyball
leads a water war in his camouflage outfit
Break-dances to crazy sfardi music, & gets best-in-bunk
beats his counselors in a race across the pool, & gets hot water for oatmeal
keeps his smile while talking about the chef & washes his hands before davening
moves to Flatbush and becomes a Rangers fan
gets his voice back and sings with his father
will become the biggest masmid in Queens
makes a feast for a beast, and rips around camp in his ATV
He gets everyone to “smile to Reb Elya” and says life is good (LG)
“borrows” Shloimy’s ipod & makes sure my food won’t chas veshlolom end up in the garbage

Sunday July 20th Basketball Game Against
Camp Mogen Av
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eli Schlosser

Shua Salomon

When Bunk 14 goes to sleep on time then . . .
C Eli Schlosser
JC Shua Salomon
Michoel Adler
Ezra Antebi
Yehuda Cameo
Menachem Gelley
Bentzion Greenberger
Yosef Chaim Gutnicki
Yanky Hamburger
Shia Klein
Shabsie Kraus
Avrumi Newhouse
Ari Nussbaum
Ari Pomerantz
Ari Sprie
Meir Simcha Rozohrsky
Tzvi Tiechman
Shmuel Mordechia Wiess

Will get a lot more me time and give out dougies to everyone
will finally buy the bunk reusable cups and get a full game in
wishes he can have lakes and turtles in pheonix
won’t clean the bunk at 7:00 AM
will admit he has some Ashkenazi features in him
will stop lending out his stuff
won’t be taking daytime naps
will stop barking orders at people
won’t have any excuses for always being there
will be camp hocker #2
will be the worst kid in bunk and the only one without a six pack
will like Ice Cream
will still be up, and thinking about the last joke said
will stop saying how great his caterer is for his Bar Mitzvah Mazal Tov
will stop eating sunflower seeds and stop playing hockey
will become a sleep away camper
will stop going into bed and stop catching frogs
will always try to get involved in counselor politics and will be a great chef one day

Monday July 21st Topsy Turvy Day/Karate Show/OAR
BREAKOUT!!!!!!!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Dovid Davidowitz

Dani Menachemav

7th GRADE, TRIPLE ACTION AND VENDI VIDI VICI OWNED CAMP THIS
YEAR BECAUSE . . .
C Dovid Davidowitz
Jc Dani Menachamav
Yaakov Berman
Tzvi Yaakov Brustowsky
Naftoli Gellis
Avi Goldstein
Dovid Gray
Akiva Hammond
Chaim Kraus
Zelig Langer
Gershy XYZ Liff
Yehuda Rosenbaum
Moshe Dovid Rosenberg
Eli Salamon
Yehoshua Scheiner
Yossi Schonbrun
Yisrael Speilberg
Avigder Wolf
Zalman
Greenwald
Kramer
Lax
Nati
Chaim-

DITCHEES IN THE 7TH GRADE
Almost had his father fix the stereo and definitely owns Lamed Bais #YouDaMan
Is a ventriliquest and sings the visiting day song
Is always with the bunk and had an epic bar mitzvah
Knew Ditchee since he was in 8 th grade #Shmypers and K”S just isn’t his minhag
During the last 2 weeks convinced me that I lied to his parents
Loves everything about our bunk, was in YBC and says whats on his mind
IS KD and sings about deodorant as if its normal
Sings the chavrusah break up song and pounds serious conversations about nothing
Found his shabbos shoes and broke his rubicscube
Thinks BM is the only word that doesn’t have 2 ‘O’s and most things that come out of
his mouth rhyme with SMART
Is the coolest MTJ Rep. and is a huge seforim hook up
Doesn’t say hello to his father when he comes to visit…Is DoRoMo and lives in the
white house
Tries hard but it just doesn’t come natural and is shuas bro
Has a mad gangster chavrusah and owns the game room after reveille
IS LIPA! Completely owns coco club
SPEELS!! Thinks he’s a bear and LOVES hot sauce #Bib
Owns the computer room after lights out
There Definetly is something more enjoyable to have next to you in your cubicle then
a pair of car keys
That bus trip was awesome! Thanx!
Till the last 2 weeks of 2 nd half! RIGHT??!!! YZS!! B”H his bro in law got connections
Although we don’t talk anymore were still friends #YosefZevy
that meal by your house was probably the most embarrassing revirbitating vibration
of a gas pass in my life
FNB! GRAPES! Hows yer back smellingJ

Tuesday July 22nd Oar Skits
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Hillel Greisman

Yisroel Levin

Nobody was in the picture for Bunk Tes Zayin because . . .
C Hillel Greisman
JC Yisroel Levin
Meir Chaim Bernstien
Yisroel Moshe Breger
Avi “The Crusher” Cagan
Yitzchok Grossman
Chaim Yosef “CJ” Halberstam
Yechezkel “Hekol” Krasner
Chaim Yeshaya Levine
Duvi Lichtschein
Yehoshua Martin #1
Yehoshua Martin #2
Shragie Newhouse
Aharon Romm
Ezzy “Paperclip” Rothman
Dovid “The Shoe” Schoeman
Shmuel “Stef” Stefansky
Binyamin “Tarby” Terebelo
Shimon “Rosie” Rosenstock

…was trying to find a shirt.
…was cleaning the already clean bunkhouse.
…was too busy apologizing.
…was trapped under the bimah at shul.
…had every stitch of clothing in the laundry.
…was practicing “Oh Snap”.
…was throwing caution to the wind and going for a full “Snap and a half”.
…was yelling so loud he spilled his drink.
…was having a nightmare about an unplugged fan.
…had fled the country.
…was asking what time shkia is (the answer is “yes”).
…was unable to escape the grasp of a giant bearded duck.
…was giggling.
…was waking up his counselors.
… (that’s Reb Ezzy to you) was turned into a “hairy greaseball”.
…couldn’t figure out why they call him “The Shoe”.
…just showed up halfway through the trip.
…the dementors got him.
…was asleep in Hillels cubicle.

Wednesday July 23rd Oar Day #2 and the Winner
Is….ORANGE!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aryeh Kamelhar

Mike Rabinowitz

When Bunk Yud Zayin Wins a Bunk Game Then . . .
C Aryeh Kamelhar
JC Mike Rabinowitz
Yitzchok Barron
Avi Gancz
Yaakov Nechemia Hersko
Aharon Holtzman
Yossi Kahn
Ahron Kozlowski
Shmuli Lerner
Naftuli Leshkowitz
Yossi Lichtenstadter
Eliyahu Miles
Yoni Nelkenbaum
Shlomo Rubinstein
Isaac Shulman
Yehuda Weis
Shloimy Zahav

will not be rockin, will leave Chaim Berlin, have the same color eyes, & be brave enough for
“the spray”
will not have so many caps, yarmulkas, shoes, food, colors, sodas, & stuff in general, stop being
jazzy, & stop making epic al hamichya dances
will stop playing Rubik’s cube & hate tradition soup
will go to sleep and hate tradition soup
will stop stop pitching and win a stomach pillow fight
will hate books and stop being a-power
will throw out his DS, flashlight, & boots, & stop helping out with his pushcart
will stop being the kozmeister/kozbeard and will stop flicking throats
will forget every stat and hate the Knicks
will not wear his Toyota patch and will not wear his gray cap
will stop reading till the wee hours and will learn to say “nice nice”
will stop comparing Aryeh to his cousin, and not play guitar
will go to sleep on time, and hate sugar and hockey
will stop asking for jaw busters, and keep his hat on by davening, and hate hockey
will stop digging in the bottom, and stop being ice pop
will have 2 S’s and hate tradition soup
will hate frogs, snakes, sticks, bow and arrows, swords, Isaac, lord of the rings, Q-tips, and will
stop throwing things by meals

Thursday July 24th Intercamp against Govoah and
Rayim!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehuda Vashovsky

Yossi Garfinkel

When Bunk Yud Ches would go to sleep . . .
C Yehuda & JC Yossi

would wait till everyone else would go to sleep

Becher Avi -

would tell us this is a gevaldigeh zach

Bienenstock Asher-

would ask us to get dougies

Brodt Dovid

would be sleeping and would still get up first (thx a lot)

David Shmuel -

would go take a shower by masmidim

Drillick Simcha

would stop jumping and screaming like a chicken without a head

Friedman Yehuda-

would stop asking “ whats your name”

Friedman Boruch -

would stop hocking around and learning hows to play violin

Gelber Simcha-

will always be a ruach country boy

Gitelis Shloime-

would stop playing with his drum set

Itzkowitz Yehuda-

would be getting food from his cousin

Lieber Avraham-

would be on his way to the shower

Milstein Eliezer -

would be playing baseball on his D.S.

Pearl Yaakov-

would give out potato kugel on Friday (thanx)

Shurkin Yaakov Moshe-

would think of a weird philosophy of why its not worth it to go to sleep now

Webster Menachem-

would still be on the basketball court

Weissman Yehuda Leib

would wait till everyone else would go to sleep

Friday July 25th R’ Chaim Dovid Zweibel
Shabbos Guest
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yechiel Greenwald

Shmaryahu Storch

If Bunk Yud Tes wouldn’t be severe then . . .
Yechiel Greenwald, C

Levi Kleinberg
Shia Lebowicz
Yaakov Ludmir
Yehudah Nussbaum
Moshe Nechemia Schiff
Avi Tyberg

will stop mixing up good and well, would make Storch pay for his 3 AM burgers, would have a
worse JC, would stop working out in front of campers. #RipOnYudTes #WishesHeWentToYDT
#SandwichMakers
would use Chaim Berlin lango, be there for lights out, stop playing basketball, and goaltend the
other team in the staff basketball games. #DargaSevere #WhosGotMyBack #AightAight
#FineWeep #Chiller #YDT4Life
would be the biggest troublemaker in bunk yud-tes history. #FineRip #Wishes2BInYDT
wouldn’t need his counselor to physically take him out of bed. #Bargnani #YDT4Life
would stop force feeding Greenwald homemade cookies. #2ManyFans #YDT4Life #Dbrick
would not be the best dressed child in bunk yud-tes. #seven #FlatCaps #YDT4Life
would be worst in the grade at sports, would stop stealing D-bricks bed. #ShayaP
#GrossBroInLaw #YDT4Life
would finally get his videos onto the camp Agudah video. #Child #Pipic #Wishes2BInYDT
would actually earn his dougies, would lose to Storch in Harry Potter trivia. #ChaimTzvi
#YDT4Life
would run out of energy and stop laughing. #EnergizeBunny #Child #YDT4Life
would not kick Ludmir’s bed at night. #AgudahSweatshirt #YDT4Life
would stop complaining that Shia’s kicking his bed. #YDT4Life
would not ruin camp hock for the bunk. #WOS? #Nussy #YDT4Life
would stop calling Storch WOS? #YDT4Life
would not be a singing chulent eating macher with a radio. #MealMart #Severe #PizzaNosh

Eli Walfish
Avraham Nechemia Zelcer
Chaim Pfieffer

#H20 #YDT4Life
will like Ice Cream #SleepingYarmulka #YDT4Life
would finally have greenwald a 1 on 1. #Davening #DMC #Period #Wishes2BInYDT
would finally sleep with the bunk. #Ices #YDT4Life

Shmaryahu Storch, JC

Levi Bakst
Menachem Barkany
Dovi Brick
Avrohom Fogel
Yeshaya Pinchus Fried
Shloime Friedman
Yehudah Kalish

Motzai Shabbos July 26th
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From the Desk of Your Division Head,
To the greatest (and biggest) division in Camp Agudah

All I can say is Wow what a full half! Where has the the first half gone? It seems like yesterday we
were finding our seats in our very own shul. From the amazing trips to the special “Live Ruach Country
Melava Malka” with Eitan Katz it was up there with the greatest half’s ever. But the truth is the real
reason it was the greatest half ever is because of you campers; you guys were the absolute best campers
a Division Head could ask for. I hope you had as good of a time as we did.
We should all be in Ruach Country Yerushlayim Next Year,

Have a great Year,

Aaron Zev “Herby” Herbstman

Sunday July 27th Amusement/Packing day and a Play
“Order In The Court”
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Avrohom Chaim

Mendy Weinberger

Perlman
Bunk Chof is off Senior Hill Because . . .
C Avrohom Chaim Perlman
JC Mendy Weinberger
Binyomin Braun
Betzalel Evans
Chaim Gottesman
Avrumi Grunhut
Tzvi Yehuda Joselit
Dovid Knobel
Shragi Obermeister (Ave K)
Shragi Obermeister (Ave M)
Avi Ochs
Shloime Press
Michoel Rakoszynski
Menachem Rapps
Binyomin Zev Rosenwasser
Dovid Schwartz
Eliyahu Sternbuch
Aaron Yaakov Zucker
Chef Flamm
`

they needed a mascot on Junior Hill
MY NAME IS MENDY!!
his cubbies are too neat
wanted to be woken up by Dovid Knobel
will win OAR 2014
there are more gazebos to have a BBQ on younger hill
younger hill is better for jogging
wanted to be closer to the Masmidim BM
more bugs to dissect
there are more places to spit out sunflower seeds
wanted to be closer to Herby’s bungalow
curfew here is earlier
wanted to be near Yechiel Greenwald
because bunk yud tes has all the Zman’s
less radio interference for the Yankee game on younger hill
there are bigger moths on younger hill
will win OAR 2014 (Yaakov- hope this helps)
will like Ice Cream
his food rocks

Monday July 28th Tzaischem Leshalom to all First
Trippers!!!!!!!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yaakov Ely

Eliyahu Miller
Bunk Chof Alef hashtags:

C Yaakov Ely
JC Eliyahu Miller
Feivie Botknecht
Avraham Elnadav
Moshe Haddad
Eli Kahn
Yehuda Katz
Pinchas Levitin
Daniel Levy
Moshe Salama
Raphael Schuck
Chaim Tzvi Turkel
Yehudah Zagelbaum
Avrohom Friedman
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Yehuda Mehlman
Moe
Yitz(izzy)
Totty
Roz
Yisroel Levin
Dovid Gold,Moe,Yitz,Totty
Gelf ,Simcha
Shua

#speakers #leftover meat #AUX #baseball team #cant stop smiling #oorah
#cups #grill grate #is that NORMAL???
#code red #real belzer #loudest scream
#food creativity #waterpik #morris basketball team
#waterpik #hadahadahadahadadad still cant get it right #captain haddock
#comedian #scientist #gameboy #foot in sink #country yossi #vacuum #”cant miss an
opportunity to make some money” #plumber
#monkey #shabbos food/muffins #rated a 1 #60 soups #haagen daz
#davening seat #3rd activity basketball #computers
#basketball cards #late night shnayim mikra
#bloody disgusting #fat boy #candlelight maccabeats
#aibishter #rated a 1 #kokosh
#juggler #unicycle #water gun #kaaay
#amud #WHY????
#sleep in the bunk #ely’s phone #bungalow
#who??
#ely’s twin #mechina counselor
#baltimore #darchai hock #lubab wannabe #SDS
#hey buddy #were bald #ICE?? #cubicle
#hey buddy #snap #baseball bloopers #earthquake machine
#UnderRumplers #old hock
#butterfly #lorenzo
#epic 2am laundry
#great couple #real mattress #duck hat
#rocking rockstar
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Daniel Cywiak

Shloime Aberbach

RANDOM THOUGHTS IN THE MIND OF . . .
C Daniel Cywiak
JC Shloime Aberbach
Dachs Levi
Eckstein Yossi
Eder Sruly
Gartenhaus Yechiel
Greenwald Dovi
Gutman Shragie
Jacobowitz Chaim aka CJ
Kaufman Meir
Michaeli Chaim
Schiff Yitzchok
Stefansky Yehoshua
Toiv Donny
Weinberger Yossi
Whiskey

Coouuunnslleeerr can u…..Shloime is the bomb…..please
explain to me the enjoyment in getting people wet…..
#DISANDDISMISS…..#LIKEABOSS
Why is everyone laughing, I said nothing funny!!!.....does anyone
care about my sneakers?.....u know Im not a flower that you can keep on watering…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
Hmm, should I wear Hollister or Abercrombie?…..im always on
time…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
did I scream loud enough yet?.....ill get up soon…..i love spraying people with water…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
why am I the only one by the table…..will keep davening with kavanah
…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
im too dark, let me shade my face with my cream…..i don’t like sleeping normally…..can I
go jogging?.....im not tired…..will always be a Agudah boy…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
I will become the next mashgiach…..if…..why does herby care when I say “herby the kerby”
….will always be a Agudah boy…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
im a uncle…..my sister had a baby…..let me call the baby to speak with her…..i want to
trade already…..i need a phone…..#disanddismiss….. #likeaboss
oh is that me in the brooks brother catalog…...its all muscle…..im not waiting on this
line…..did I charge enough for my DS…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
im a philly bocher …..why do I get put on the worst league team, im not complaining just
saying the problems…..let me trick everyone that I sleep talk…..i want to be a coouunsseloour ….#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
did I speak to everyone in camp yet? “oh no I didn’t”, let me quickly leave the table to
speak to them…..why is everyone picking on me…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
aka kyrie…..i talk too much…..why is everyone closing their eyes when I put on my sneakers…..do I eat too much? …..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
shachiris is too long, I think I have time for a nap…..im not waiting on this line…..i cant hear
anything…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
im the president…..im perfect…..im the best…..i have a pink range rover….”but in Hamachane”…..do you think it’s a good time to unpack now…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
did I smile enough today…..did I help everyone out today…..i didn’t have my tradition soup
yet…..#disanddismiss…..#likeaboss
“yo cywiak put down your phone, your working now” …..why does every one say yopisyo
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Ephraim Slomowitz

Yechiel Greenwald

If ___________ Had his way . . .
C Ephraim Slomovics
JC Yechiel Ginsburg
Avraham Baddouch
Dovid Meir Cohen
Ezra Dayan
Sruli Feigelstein
Simcha Freedman
Menachem Haber
Kalman Halberstam
Moshe Kohen
Mordechai Nakkach
Gedalia Samouha
Aaron Yeshaya Shapiro
Ezzy Tepper

there be would have been as many baseball games as there was basketball
the world wouldn’t be so severe
he would have two normal size mattresses
he would bring his own cell phone to camp
he would make the bunk into a workout gym to grow the biggest muscles
he would never hide anything
bunk Chaf Beis and Chaf Gimmel would be together
will like Ice Cream
he would join Herby on head staff so that he doesn’t need to get permission
he would really go to Rabbi Karfiol’s class in Torah Vodas
he would join the maintenance to install a window by his bed
he would be the Mashgiach to make sure no one gets ripped
he would have two activities of game boy matchups
there would be more Eggy Mayers, a concert in the shower house and a bayner bounce would
be considered a point
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Zalman Krasnow

Dovid Gold

Ditchi is in the 7th grade because . . .
C Zalman “Z-man”Krasnow
Jc-Dovid Gold
Moshe Battino
Gabriel Bilhrichi
Yakki Gelber
Daniel Gertds
Binyamin Gutman
Aahron Landino
Yonton Monheit
Judah Oppenheim
Yehudah Pearlstien
Meshulam Richter
Moshe Aahron Schapiro
Ditchi
Yechiel Greenwald
Chaim Fogel
Nati
Yakov Lax
Yehuda
Ari
And now a message from the JC:
Izzy krasnow
Chemi Levine
Aryeh Berger
Hillel Greisman
Yossi Garfinkel
Totty
Liotus

Did not get sat down in the GDR
Has taken more pain killers than anyone in camp
Got his swag on
Sounds like he owns a pizza shop
Whished he had yellow beats
Dum dum
Has a six pack?????
Is the Apllo Ohno of Camp Agudah
Has Dovids phone
Highlight of the summer was texting me on visting day
Is camps official fly zapper
One reason MESHULAM!!!!!!!
Is the Mir valedictorian something very hard to acheive
Was not transparent after sleeping on top of me all these years its
about time we switched positions
Thanx for having another guy my age to talk to in camp
Thanx for the way you handeled the situation before camp
you are a special person
Thanx for welcoming to senior leagues even though I’m not peysach
#OLDHOCK
Shua lax older brother
What I do for your yarmulke #bumber cars
I got to see firsthand your psychologist skills
#schoenbrun#brech#shamai
believes chef flam is the best thing that happened to
Camp Agudah
is ditching Agudah for Yachad
is always on Jr. Hill
was my main Tylenol hookup
was last staff member to get his luggage
is camps biggest minion fan
is what makes 2AM laundry so special
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Jack Rosenberg

Didi Rosenstock
_________Was

C Jack Rosenberg
JC Didi Rosenstock
Avrumy Edelstein
Chesky Fogel
Rachamim Kohen
Yehudah Aryeh Marcus
Eli Mizrahi
Jack Mizrahi
Aharon Rabinowitz
Tzvi Rabinowitz
Yeshoua Roth
Yosef Chaim Schron
Shlomy Schwartz
Shaul Shalam
Zevi Smulowitz
Nechmiah Worchman
Moshe Wrotzlovsky
Boruch Zazuliah

Late Because . . .

likes Ice Cream
was on his kosher phone with stef
In middle of his crossword puzzle while running
was tuning into melo hock
wasn’t sure what song to play
its niot my fault I was at beis refoel
I was playing gameboy
I was counting all my friends
checking in on stef while jogging
what?
was at night kollel on someones phone
was going in and out of his shower
I promise I was getting my package
was getting a window
was running with avrumy
no
punch dd…don’t like
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shuey Krasnow

Aryeh Berger

The following patients must see the DOCTER for a SEVERE case of . . .
C Shuey Krasnow
JC Aryeh Berger
Rafael Abrams
Sholem Bamberger
Shlomo Banbahji
Dovid Beckerman
Nissim Chaim Furer
Mordechai HanaShragi Kasnett
Yossi Katz
Yitzchock meir Luchins
Yitzchok Markowitz
Chaim Perlow
Yehuda Rubin
Yosef Salman
Yisrael Tuchman
Yehuda Unger
Eliyahu Weinstein

jogging on off days, pounding chicken for his “diet”, playing hispallalty, and rippin on Darchei all
day, every day #YFRForever
fomo, Wedgewood, severe hock, pendingitis, Darchei, fomo, Levinitis, blindfold sleeper and did
I mention fomo?
White mustache, on top of JC disfunction and main-ten-ance.
Red flag, Mexicano, wait I have to wash and you are such an (censored).
Same tee shirt, early to bed and late to rise, aggression and basketball beastliness.
eating candy, (nothing else), getting lost (I forgot) and faking epilepsy.
dark Ashkenazi and the giggles #hehehehehehehe
red tzitzis, sleep disorder, kashrus, seeds and attendanceitis.
Baltimore, missing a week and it rhymes with shmojo.
Lost cheese, steak craving, bunk clown and fear of dogs.
Yearbookitis (what’s my line), Mashgiach Ruchni and Gashmi and sweatpants with white shirt.
Doubles, triples and quadruplets, and phone usage.
Diet mountain dew, Lebronitis (are you Cavs fan or Heat fan) #Jordanisbetter.
What’s next?, letteritis, Shortstopitis and secret friend Yisrael #sharebunkbed.
Shabbatttt, me, Banbahji and Nissim versus, and backwards nets cap.
BIB, soy milk, letteritis and little sisteritis #35minutephonecall.
leagueitis, plays drums, son of a munker, he’s bothering me and he started.
leagueitis, blue sneakers and Bar Mitzvah hock
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehudah Kramer

Shmuel Krzywanowski

Why isn’t krizzy on the basketball team?
Fox Daniel
Gertner Oliver

Glazer Raphael Yehuda
Herskovits Avrami
Herskowitz Avi
Karmely Yosef
Keilson Yehoshua
Krasnow Moishe
Nathan Akiva
Pluchenik Yisroel Aryeh
Salzberg Tzvi
Schoenbrun Boruch
Schwartz Shmuel Nachman
Tusk Yisrael
Ungar Naftali
Weitzner Moshe

is intelligent, related to avi schillit, trys wayyyy to hard, has 2 beds, works out at 5am,yfr boy
has a brother who…., bipolor monkey, amazon prime, hair, is the captain of a boat, has a lamp,
has nice loafers, same size as Kramer, 63 hat, SFKR, had a week long wedding #hospital, kramers canteen bill
is large, cutie, epic league team, rumors, warriors cap, hudi, epic rap battles, missing socks,
loves camp,
is from dallas, totty came on visiting day, basketball with sunglasses, best chair in camp, hamachane
a&f, sleeps on top of a boat, has the best league captain ever, schoenbruns cousin but not related, falls a lot
epic fridge, no hat, loves to scream, new crocs, water/mud fights, epic ball holder
loves bbqs, smart, rabbi wolf, wakes Kramer up for shacharis, scary, learnt the first 5 blatt in
taanis
is actually related to zalman and ari, schoenbruns shadow, loves aris bball pants, feeds Kramer
by meals, instigator, rebbi, coughing
biggest bobka bust, mommy likes Yaakov mo better, awkward situations, word, wtbry, rabbi
kailish, laundry folder all day activity
blue, red, pink, hates shorts, same pants all summer #brooklyn nets, Snapple addict, steaks for
everyone, deodorant fight #4yr old
astrix books, cool toys, worst Iswirl hookup ever! Hat on Shabbos, great morning person, thin
hair #kramer
had a brother in camp, has sheiches, besties with moish, epic fights, loves ditchy, best in bunk,
favorite jc, our book is almost finished, #bh
stronger then Kramer, epic slide home, spent more time by the infirmiry then in bunk, #pills,
awesome micky mouse towel
tradition soups, talks, meny questions, loves macys, “learns with scheff”
loves his counslers, wears a hat by davaning, loves hashem, red shorts, is regular
longboard, marathons around camp, sits by every table, Yankees, sit on porch, coolest Shabbos
shoes
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aharon Greenberg

Aaron Katzenstien

_____did Not Have Their 4pm Waterfight Cuz …
C Aharon Greenberg:
JC Aaron Katzenstien
Bienstock Noach
Blatter Yoseph Asher(Joshy)
Chamani Yeshaya
Finkelstein Ari

Frankel Yechezkel
Freund Naftoli
Goldschmidt Yehuda
Kagansky Yaakov
Kraut Dovid
Libersohn Shimon
Okolica Avrohom Meir
Rothman Aron
Schlesinger Ari
Tobal Shlomo Yitzchak
Tyberg Zevi
Weiss Chesky

Was busy kicking EVERYONE out of his cubicle, trying to hold onto his candy, and having a serious conversation with P.T.
Ari with an y ?? Was trying to keep track of who borrowed his kosher phone and sharpener
last. And everyone thanx you for the freeze pops and kung foo lessons
#ST LOUIS ROCKS!! “Yo Rabbi, didn’t know there was a waterfight”
Was busy roller blading all over camp looking for a hockey game.And chilling with chof gimmel
was eating bananas while playing Buffalo Soldier again
#With Kramer, was still trying to get maintenance to get him a board Finkelstein Pinchas Tzvi
was drinking “ALOT” of soda while running around fish eyeing everyone.
Btw- D-O-N-T tell ME what T-O D-O!!(300 pushups for a can; “WOW”)
Was busy seeking the whereabouts of his volleyball for the 5 th time (kugel and cholent erev
shabbos,AWSOME)
Was screaming that there’s this massive fly by the sinks
was finally able to listen to the pregame, actual game, and postgame of the yankee game
#STILL IN BED, Soo busy with his his new job as manager of mountain bikes
was giving 39.5 reasons why there shouldn’t be a waterfight
Lost track of time working in the canteen; whatelse
Was playing basketball convinced he’s as good as his counselor
“HA, waterfight”!! I’m scuba diving in CHINA
OH CANADA!!Was acting like he actually knew what to do with a hockey stick
was in between eating tradition soup and trying to find Aharon G’s pressure points
was the only one who got soaked,and he’s a real ruach country boy
was already in bed so that he will be the first one by shacharis out of the whole 8 th grade
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From the Desk of Your Division Head,
To the best Senior League ever ,עמו"ש
I can’t believe that the first half is almost over! It feels like it was just yesterday that we were sitting on porches
of the Senior Hill and watching the rain coming down and coming down and coming down… And we were not sure what this
summer was going to turn out to be. I mean, like, davening and learning were great in Bais Refoel, (no crocs or JFK syndrome tolerated of course) but there’s gotta be more to Ruach Country Senior life than this, we thought. So I was a bit
nervous for a few moments- but I knew that all would be well when “Lax” had the oilam dancing the penguin dance in the
bunkhouse. And when Rabbi Neiman joined with a “hartzegeh rikud like a yid should takkeh dance” I knew that we were
going to have a great summer!
And then something amazing happened. It stopped raining. Just like that. No warning. It simply stopped. For a few
minutes we all sat there, not quite sure what to do in the blinding sun. But as soon as the new reality sunk in it was roaring
Ruach Country action all the way!
The games on the freshly washed fields were a wonderful and welcome change from sitting on the porch and staring at the
rain and imagining what it would be like and how totally geshmak it would be if only the gymzebo would be ready and trying to
figure what the word “chilled” means while Chaim Fogel runs away from the video camera because he is such an “anav” and
Yechiel-turned “arab” runs for his life as he is chased by the local Tity... Now, with the sun shining upon Senior Hill ( and
the rest of camp) this was the real deal! Real sports and real action!
And then we were bowling. No warning. Just we were in camp one minute and we were bowling a few minutes later. And
then had leagues. And a melave malka with Eitan Katz. And a play. And Official AFFL football leagues (with t-shirts of
course). And the things kept on happening. And that’s how it went since then. Because this is Senior Leagues after all.
But something bigger was happening at the same time. Much bigger than the games and the plays and the other things. You
see, we came as individuals. Some of us knew some of the other people from before the summer. Some of us did not
(myself included). But as we played those games and bowled those balls and watched those plays we were forged into one
group- the MOST AMAZING AWESOME INCREDIBLE NINTH GRADE SENIOR LEAGUE IN CAMP AGUDAH HISTORY!
And, of course, once we were that awesome there was no stopping us. We were off to Niagara on the most incredible trip
to ever hit us (thank you Rabbi Shillit for the infinite hours of careful planning) with shacharis in Rochester and then a water
park while still half asleep followed by laser tag and the Maid of the Mist, Cave of the Winds, Whirpool Jet, BBQ supper and
go Karts on the way back- we had the most amazing time! Not to mention watching “Entebbe” on the way for around six
hours or until one fell asleep (which usually came first)…
And finally, as we thought that things were winding down for the half we were treated to the inside view of what happens
when the head staff set out to do some live reporting on the streets of Liberty and some investigating in the secret recesses of the off-limits kitchen… because it was OAR time! Our Senior league counselors-turned-Generals, “Lax” and “Nati”,
lead the camp in a most amazing OAR and it was neck and neck right down to the finish line…
Which brings us to today. The day after OAR and the day that I realized that the half is almost over. And that some of our
“oilam” is going to be leaving us soon. We’re going to miss you here in Ruach Country but we wish you all a wonderful rest
of the summer!
Hatzlacha!

Rabbi Gershon Septimus
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Counselor
Yaakov Lax
Rabbi Karfoil Censored Bunk Chof Tes’ Bunk Article Because . . .
C-Yaakov Lax
Yehudah Leib Berman
Tuvi Eichorn
Moishe Tzvi Eisenstein
Kivi Hoffman
Pesach Leiman
Hillel Levinger
Tzvi Magid
Chaim Tzvi Martin
Moshe Mordechai Martin
Uri Meltzer
Avi Pruzansky
Moshe Sprei
Yudi Wexler
Avrohom Y. Teitelbaum

Was Telling Secret Jokes To Chaim and Started Buffering.
Loves Agudah More Than Mogen Av
Was playing Basketball before shachris
Smiles Randomly and Loves Playing Leagues
Switched to Mechina Full Time
Was Having Sucha A Blast He Overslept and Forgot to Come For Second Half
Was Too Busy Stealing Yaakovs Ice And Red Bull
Was Too Busy Putting In His Lenses
Was Too Busy Loving Chef Flamms Food and realized How Awesome Camp Is.
MARTEEEEEEN!!!!!!
Was Too Busy Enjoying Camp and realized he Shouldve Stayed For Second Half.
MAARTEEEEN!!!!
Was too busy taking a farher for Camp Kol Torah(ENJOY URI!!!!)
was Trying To Sell His “Real” Jerseys and Caps
Was Too Busy Stealing Yaakovs Suspenders
Was In Shul with His Teffilin on Before Brachos
Was Yaakovs JC
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Counselor
Chaim Fogel
What ______________ Was Thinking In This Picture:
Avrohom Bloom
“I’m sick and tired of this camp I’m defecting to Camp Munk anyone heading up there?!?:)” Hey Avrohom this is a Chazaka summer, 3 years of you having to deal with me as a counselor sorry man but some things don’t change I love you too much. This 1 on 1 is not happening I’ll own you
anyways no need to get embarrassed in front of everyone. You
still owe me a few steaks for getting five fingered. But seriously hello you were awesome yet again
its always a pleasure im down for 3 more summers. Maybe 2nd half also? #5Towns
Shalom Ely
“Who am I going after now: Yaakov or Chaim, Yaakov or Chaim, Yaakov or
Chaim?”"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!" Shalom you're absolutely
nuts now I know what Yaakov was talking about:) your dancing is out of control hello youre the life of the party here and the greatest guy in the bunk! Iyh 2nd half?
#elysrules
Freund Yaakov
“Realy Chaim? I’m plugged in right now listening to my music you’re gonna make me get involved in this picture?” Talking about defecting, look where this guy is going 2nd half. That’s real betrayal:) One of my rare 1st Timers in the bunk this summer how come I didn’t have you in
previous summers? I cant wait till you get your own phone because on the #FogelPhoneBill its basically your name written all over it:). Yo Yaakov you’re the man
and I think R’ Schoor also agrees. Too bad I wont see you in YFR next year we could chop a schmooze or 2 over the year. Yaakov if it has to be only 1 month that’s
what itll be, you’re amazing thanx for the great times hatzlacha in Darchei (snort) we’ll speak iyh! #yossigold
Yitzchok Frischman
(in his #baseball tone of voice [ask Yaakov Lax what that means])“Cant get my face into this picture will someone please move
over?” Yitz this is also a rare 2nd year veteran in the bunk compared to the 1st and 3rd years here. Definitely one of the more chilled out guys in the grade always
grilling for me by mommys bungalow with the George
Forman and all the steaks from #Seasons thank you Uncle Bloom for everything. Yitzchok what you do with
Bunk Lamed Bais is incredible they love you. Iyh 2nd Half? #Darchei
Tzvi Gold
Duh: “CCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSEEEEEEEEE!!!!
Heres my hero right over here. Tzvi there are so many
lines I can write over here I gotta save for 2nd half but you don’t think I have the guts to (on cue, the hand grabs the yarmulke, the head goes flying back back, nose
goes in the air and he sniffs as loud as he can. Yes I know that’s weird but wtvr.)? funny how my camera roll on my #IPhone5c (chashuv) before the summer started
with 100 pics and now it has 600 with all your selfies. I have to make sure I don’t write too much about you because Avromy is standing
over my back and I have to
match everything I write here by him also. Youre the biggest clown out there you keep my day positive Tzvi you’re the best! Iyh 2nd Half? #wheresashi
Zevi Goldschmidt
“This is easy. I got my #zevigoldschmidtgameface on and no one’s gonna make it change:)” it happens to be I love that gameface it
means you’re in that zone that only I can make you smile. Zevi I mean this, halfway through the season you are the MVP of this grade. You’re mamish my JC can
count on you for anything and i can honestly say that there is a new Goldschmidt legend right here in front of us, Shragie Goldschmidt is long forgotten
now! Ill
come back in 5 years from now iyh and Zevi Goldschmidt will be THE dude in camp. Your work with Bunk Lamed Bais is incredible they love you. Iyh 2nd half?
#thanksforeverything
Uri Groveman
"I own you Chaim, I own you." Now 1st of all Uri, you don't let's clear this up. Remember you're still 2nd place bec Herby
beat you #94:) yo psst yo uri don't worry that shot of yours is amazing and yes I still think you're amazing at basketball. Hello why don't you ever come
visit YFR? Is it because you're afraid of ____________ ?:):) you're a beast! Iyh 2nd half? #darcheihock
Nosson Boruch Halbertal.
"Too bad I can't show my stomach in this picture now." Put it away it's disgusting that extra huge #boich of yours:)
hello Nosson when I saw you on the list I was fired up because I knew that this time you couldn't back out of my bunk to go be with your #5towns
friends, we had them here. Can I borrow your pillow? How about giving me back my fan? How about a ride to Camp Munk? Love you Nosson:) Iyh 2nd
half? #mohawkhair
Pinny Jurkowitz
"Gotta make sure my legendary #trademarkCHUP is in the picture or it's not gonna be good." Pinny you stepped up
your game this year. You're my right hand man always there when I need you thank you so much for the grilling situations you gave me much needed
breaks. Love your optimism and camp spitit man you're my hero! Iyh 2nd half? #sharhatorah
Nissim Katlowitz
"Can we please hurry up with this? I gotta get my laundry down to the gate!" Nissim, 3 summers is a little nuts, man.
Every time is a pleasure and you're that guy. #FridayNightShmoozim are awesome whenever whatever. Katty, what am I gonna do without you next
year when you're not a camper anymore? Iyh 2nd half? #novominsk
Dovid Neiman
"This picture is a lot better than being embarrassed in front of the entire camp, that's for sure." Arite Dovid I think you're the
only one in the bunk who I feel is not sick of me being the counselor after 3 years (I hope!):) Arite. Seriously I love your laid back attitude to everything
you're a guy everyone wants to be around. Arite. Please STAY IN MY BUNK 2nd half!!:):):) #statenislandhock
Matis Schlesinger
"Yo, no, seriously we gotta do this?"
You're so cute Matis (Blush, blush, blush as red as a beet)!! The
Canadian from Montreal who's house can be seen from Niagara
Falls. No, #IgnorantAmericans, Montreal is 5 hours from Niagara. My
star hockey player alway coming up at clutch moments (2 goals with
a minute left) though you're the laziest guy on the court most of the
time. Dude I'll miss you 2nd half I promise I'm so upset your leaving.
What happened to you all these years? You should've been here
years ago! Hatzlacha it was great getting to know you! Call/Text
whenever! #DOINSANITY
Avromy Schron
"TTTTTTTTZZZZZZZVVVVVVIIIIIIII!!!!!!!
I'm so upset in leaving 2nd half. WWWWWAAAAAAA" Avromy,
Avromy, Avromy i can easily write a whole Megilla about you. My
Chavrusa throughout the summer pounding in the Bais every single
day #BavaMetziah . I'm sorry I confiscated you're sweatshirt (and
ultimately lost it). For all those who want to know it's the 'Distribution
of Hamburgers On A Cold Night' which is by far the weirdest thing
that you came up with this year. Can I borrow my phone back
please? Now I have so many Selfies to choose from. Avromy being
crowned by R' Neiman as the Craziest guy in the grade. I'm gonna
miss you man. What am I gonna do when I need a clutch BBQ on
visiting day? I love your positive attitude to everything you are the
LIFE of the PARTY! Avromy im really gonna miss you Hatzlacha
keep in touch! #fav
Yosef Toledano
"Chaim I told you to wake me up 15
minutes before we took this picture!" Yosef what's going on? The
man running the props of all the plays in camp YES I'll tell Nati u can
do it settle down:) and your original impression of me was funny I
think I'm not so bad as a counselor:) Hi Chaim Fogel! Yosef you
crack me up keep on being yourself you're awesome! Hatzlacha! Iyh
2nd half? #ely
Zevi Vogel
"The name is Vogel not Fogel, can everyone please stop calling me Fogel?" You wish you had a sixpack
you're not even close you can't even do #insanity. Yo hello Zevi
you're awesome. All those saved cold cuts came up in the clutch for
grills. Where were you all these years?:) maybe you won't be shy
when you see me in Far Rockaway? Hatzlacha Zevi you're awesome! Iyh 2nd half? #5towns
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Counselor
Nati Gurwitz
Bunk Lamed Aleph Has Perfect Attendance By Davening And
Is Just Awesome Because. . .
Fine Avi
Grossberger Shmueli
Hartman Menachem Dovid
Isaak Shimon
Kaufman Yisrael Aharon
Lax Yehoshua
Elchonon Leiberman
Nussbaum Yitzi
Okolica Yechezkal
Rosenberg Avrumi
Salzberg Dovy
Shimon Schuster
Setareh Yehuda
Steinberg Binyamin
Steinberg Dovi

is a good pitcher #mybad and randomly loves Boston
wins all the benching prizes and finally admits that nati owned him :)
deserves a bigger shkoyach than his bro and randomly breaks windows
is the biggest rock star and clown in 9th grade and is nati's personal agent #Davening
is the official chazzan of 9th grade minyan and became goldzmidt's brotherinlaw
is in his bungalow less than nati and your related to Yaakov and Yochanon!? :)
is an underrated Torah Temima hocker and takes out 4 dollars from the canteen
runs camp from behind the scenes and pounds kugel with r' Feifer
did nati another favor and knew nati was oar general
bothers nati about horse and has a great story with CA Gross #nameonjersey
finally got that shmooz with nati and owned nati about the turkey #neveragain
came late to camp (I had to) and finally got on a league team #81
loves Agudah way more than Rayim
went home for youth corp and used nati's phone to call home #kosherphone
has a random bungalow colony and pls stay second half #don'tleave
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Ary Katzenstein

Kalman Weinstein

Co-Counselor

Head-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Kalman Weinstein

Rabbi Yehuda
Schwebel

Yisroel Koenigsburg

Bunk Lamed Beis is the best bunk in the mountains because . . .
Rabbi Yehuda Schwebel
CC Ary Katzenstein
CC Kalman Weinstein
CC Yisroel Koenigsburg
CC Yehuda Blitzstein
D’niel Cohen
Eli Compton
Yehudah Davidowitz
Yosef Zev Finestone
Eliyahu Kamenetzky
Shimon Katz
Mendy Kunstlinger
Yisroel Meir Mendelowitz
Dovidel Phillp
Chaim Rosenbaum

Disney, dougies, Dirshu in pajamas, bizyonos, shorts, crocs #YouDontKnowWhatHashtagIs
happy birthday, no off day, laundry?, barley, reffing, wiffle ball, learning jacket, baseball, shiur
on an ipad, V8, Heller #WhenZaidyWasYoung
cherry ices, explain the joke, ____ is a goy, always last?
#NotZochehToGetIntoAnybodyElsesArticle
Tintin, Mordechai Schmutter, laugh out loud, showers, Friday night Lakewood haskafa
#ClassicPassaic
epic off day, Torah Vodaas, West Heampstead? Rabbi Belsky
is here the whole summer
eats burgers and eggs for lunch
dances up a storm
is Yaakov Lax’s best friend
collects box tops, makes the beds, and wakes up early #MarvelousMiddosMachine
is general for neighborhood day
drinks Snapple, plays DS #addicted
goes to SALT each week #MadShtark
is the assistant JC
plays Yaakov Shwekey in the bunkhouse #ThomasTheTrainEngine
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Counselor
Yechiel Aharonof
The reason why Camp Lamed Gimmel got the zechus of taking the white coach bus to Denver…
whoops meant Niagara was because:
Aharonof Yechiel Shimon:

Ackerman Yossi:
Becher Yehoshua:
Benarroch Meir:
Brandys Yitzchok:
Feigenbaum Chaim Zanvil:
Feigenbaum Dov:
Grossberger Shmuel:
Kashani Yosef:
Laniado Meir:
Levy Aaron:
Moses Aaron:
Teicher Yitzchok:
Weissman Yecheskel:

where r the cups? Why can’t I find anything in my cubicle? This place looks like Hiroshima after
the blast! I’ll bet that I wouldn’t be able to find even one needle in my OWWW! Cubicle! (never
mind, scratch that). Anyway, maavir sedra in the shul in four years! ...wtvr.. the truth is that you
guys are all amazing each in your own way! Keep on growing in your yiddishkeit! You guys
accomplished an amazing feat of ruchniyos! Keep it up and don’t stop being the amazing person
each of you are!
has awesome monster claws and is related to R’ Septimus…no freeze pops around…anyone see
my counselor?.. #Hashtag: Cares about others (thanks for your help with shabbos items!)
couldn’t get enough white button-down shirts # Hashtag: really growing (keep up the good work!)
ripped like anything but never works out…jammed window…Sefaradi
#Hashtag: pure awesomeness (keep being you!)
Mishnayos ...EMT…best counselor tip..best keyboard player…no t-shirts found #Hashtag: values
he doesn’t give up on (“keep sticking to your guns!”)
best griller…tongs…onions… (awesome job)… baseball world series… #Hashtag: keep growing!
(keep up the great work!)
where are the cups, they were just here! best keyboard player…baseball catch with meir…#thank
you for being you! (don’t ever stop being awesome!)
would’ve been nice to get to know you more and have you in the bunk for longer.# Hastag: realize
the potential you have!
sefaradi..Torah Vodass.. double mattress…kibbeh #Hashtag: thank you for being you!
charief…..best shortstop and goalie…Ateret Shacharit..#Hashtag: never gives up on your values!
(keep it up!)
bed boards..6..12..20..pack..sefaradi food…dumpster golf cart ride…steaks the Israeli way…
volleyball #Hashtag: Thanks for being awesome in your own way!
sleep…hockey….volleyball…6..12…20…hot sauce….white shirts…showers after curfew #Hashtag:
thanks for being you!
delicious potato kugal…wooden signed bats…3rd base…sneeze that wakes the dead…#Hashtag:
thanks for being you!
George foreman…hot dogs…steaks….can’t sleep at lights out…. #Hashtag: thanks for being you!

Thanks guys for an awesome half! I have no idea what
zechus I have to have had you! You’re all awesome each in
your own way! May Hash-m help you all be matzliach
letovah in everything you do! Enjoy the rest of your summer! Hatzlacha in your year and please keep in touch!
My number is 718-938-0589
p.s. if you feel that there was something pout in error or is
missing, bear in mind this was written after a few sleepless
nights.
To all 9th graders (as well as everyone else) thanks for an
awesome time! p.s.s. my wedding will Bezr”H be August
31 (5 Elul), in tiferes rivkah: 38th street bet. 13 and 12th
Avenue in Boro Park. Chupa at 7!
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